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Classificatie: 

 

CATEGORIES “kata – weapon – pairs - teams” (29 classifications) 

 
WALKERS: 
 
AUTISME SPECTRUM DISORDER CLASSIFICATION  101/102 

  

Blue Rain Drop 
 
HEARING IMPAIRMENT auditory  CLASSIFICATION  103/104  

 

Snowflake 
 

INTELLECTUAL IMPAIRMENT CLASSIFICATION  201/202+/202- /203 

 

Orange Bol 
 

PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENT  CLASSIFICATION  301-302-303-304 

 

Green Clubs 
 

VISION IMPAIRMENT   CLASSIFICATION  401-402-404-405 

 

White Hart 
 
ALL WHEELCHAIR ATHLETES 

      CLASSIFICATION  501-502-503-504-505 

Yellow Triangle 
 

 

OPEN PAIRS AND PAIRS,  

      CLASSIFICATION  601-602-603-604 

 

OPEN TEAMS AND TEAMS 

CLASSIFICATION 701-702  

 

OPEN WEAPON AND WEAPON 

Red Shield  CLASSIFICATION  801-802 
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CATEGORIES in detail 
 (buddy = competitor no disability) 
If enough participants we split in gender and or age.  
Open pairs and pairs can be split in + 18 and -18.  
 
CATEGORY 101 – 102 athletes ASD walkers 

 

101 no physical disability  1 free kata  

1.101 KATA INDIVIDUAL       

 

102 coordination limitations and others  can use wristbands red and blue 1 free kata 

2.102 KATA INDIVIDUAL  (BUDDY ALLOWED)   

 

CATEGORY 103 – 104 athletes AUDITORY walkers 

 

103 no physical disability  1 free kata 

3.103  KATA INDIVIDUAL       

 

104 coordination limitations and others  can use wristbands red and blue 1 free kata 

4.104  KATA INDIVIDUAL  (BUDDY ALLOWED)  

 

 

CATEGORY 201-202-203 athletes INTELLECTUAL IMPAIRMENT walkers 

 

201 MASTERS 75-55 IQ   1 free kata 

5.201  KATA INDIVIDUAL                        

 

202+ MASTERS 55-35 IQ  can use wristbands red and blue 1 free kata  

6.202+  KATA INDIVIDUAL        

 

202- MASTERS 55-35 IQ  use wristbands red and blue , green circle on the floor 1 free kata  

7.202-  KATA INDIVIDUAL (WITH POSSIBLE SUPPORT FROM BUDDY)  

     

203 -35 IQ  use wristbands red and blue IKG kata (on the ICP-mat kata or kumite) 

8.203  KATA INDIVIDUAL  (WITH SUPPORT FROM BUDDY )   

 

 

CATEGORY 301-302-303-304 athletes PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENT walkers 

Only 304 can choose for category wheelchairs) 

 

301 masters small limitation in at least 1 arm, good legs, hemiplegia, ABI    1 free kata 

9.301  KATA INDIVIDUAL                           

 

302 masters  only allowed to use legs (amputation or limitation in both arms)  IKG kata 

10.302  KATA INDIVIDUAL       

 

303 limitation in at least 1 arm, coordination problems, hemiplegia, ABI   1 free kata 

11.303  KATA INDIVIDUAL                           
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304 kaye walkers, or rollator (Zimmer)  no possibility to walk without (also choice wheelchair)  

1 free kata 

12.304  KATA INDIVIDUAL (WITH SUPPORT FROM BUDDY)   

  

 

 

CATEGORY 401-402-403-404 athletes VISION IMPAIRMENT walkers  

401 masters no physical disability only vision impairment BLIND AND SHADOW SIGHT 

Noise on the front is allowed. 

LOGMAR 2.6   (blindfolded for shadow sight) 

(buddy to accompany to the floor)     

1 free kata (sound is allowed at the front) 

13.401  KATA INDIVIDUAL     

 

402 physical disability (amputation, 1 arm good functional, short stature, deformation 1 side of the 

arm, vision LOGMAR 2.6 (blindfolded for shadow sight)  

(buddy to accompany to the floor)     

1 free kata (sound is allowed at the front) 

14.402  KATA INDIVIDUAL                          

 

403 masters no physical disability only vision impairment TUNNELVISION.  (buddy to accompany 

to the floor)  

LOGMAR 1.0-1.4 (not blindfolded)    

1 free kata 

15.403  KATA INDIVIDUAL     

 

404 physical disability (amputation, 1 arm good functional, short stature, deformation 1 side of the 

arm, vision TUNNELVISION   

LOGMAR 1.0-1.4  (not blindfolded)     

1 free kata 

16.404  KATA INDIVIDUAL                       

 

405 masters no physical disability only vision impairment PARTIALLY SIGHTED.  (buddy to 

accompany to the floor)  

LOGMAR 1.0-1.4 (blindfolded)    

1 free kata 

17.405  KATA INDIVIDUAL     

 

406 physical disability (amputation, 1 arm good functional, short stature, deformation 1 side of the 

arm, vision PARTIALLY SIGHTED   

LOGMAR 1.0-1.4  (blindfolded)     

1 free kata 

18.406  KATA INDIVIDUAL                       

 

CATEGORY 501-502-503-504-505 athletes WHEELCHAIR  

501 masters  manual, no physical upper body impairment, no intellectual impairment, vision 

impairment 401-403 

1 free kata 

19.501  KATA INDIVIDUAL                

 

502 masters   manual or electric, upper body impairment,  slight body deviation but still clear 
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performance, or not able to use 1 arm perfectly, 

intellectual impaired muscle power, can handle the wheelchair hem/herself,  

or together with intellectual impairment above IQ 55, vision impairment 402-404 

1 free kata 

20.502  KATA INDIVIDUAL       

 

503 masters manual or electric, no clear performance, amputation, short stature, deformation 1 

side of the arm severe body deviation,   

impairment above IQ 35, vision impairment 401-404,  

buddy can assist, can use wristbands red and blue  

1 free kata 

21.503  KATA INDIVIDUAL                  

 

504 electric and manual,  same classification than 502, 503 but also IQ above 50. 

Not possible to handle a manual wheelchair because of both arm disfunction,  

intellectual impairment above IQ 55, vision impairment 401-404,  

buddy can assist, can use wristbands red and blue  

 1 free kata 

22.504  KATA INDIVIDUAL (WITH POSSIBLE SUPPORT FROM BUDDY)  

     

505 electric and manual,  not possible to handle a wheelchair and buddy is needed,  

intellectual impairment lower than IQ 55, vision impairment 401-404, 

not possible without buddy, wristbands red and blue obligated 

IKG kata 

23.505  KATA INDIVIDUAL (WITH SUPPORT FROM BUDDY)     

 

 

CATEGORY 601-602-603-604-701-702-801-802 PAIRS/TEAMS AND WEAPON  

 
THERE IS NO COUNTING ALLOWED IN THESE CATEGORIES  

POSSIBLE SPLIT UP -18 AND +18 YEARS OLD 
 
600 pairs open kata / pairs kata 
Performing with regular buddy. (not 2 disabled athletes!) 

 
24.601  open pairs - kata (all the lower categories together) 

except classification 101, 103, 201, 301, 401, 403, 501    

1 kata 
 
25.602 open pairs + kata (all the higher categories together) 

only classification 101, 103, 201, 301, 401, 403, 501   

1 kata 
 
 
700 open team and team 3 disabled mixed (no split in gender or age) 
 
26.701 open team -:  

(all the lower categories together, 1 athlete from a higher category is allowed) 
it is not allowed to put more than 1athlete  101, 103, 201, 301, 401, 403, 501  
in the team (can be mixed)    

1 kata 
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27.702 open team +:  
(all the higher categories together, 1 athlete from a lower category is allowed) 
2 or more athletes from category 101, 103, 201, 301, 401, 403, 501   
in the team (can be mixed)         

1 kata 
 

 

800 weapon open kata and weapon kata (sai, bo, tonfa, katana, boken, nunchaku)    
Athlete can inscribe for only 1 weapon kata. 
 

28.801 open weapon - kata except classification 101, 103, 201, 301, 401, 403, 501 
  1 kata             
 

29.802 open weapon + kata only classification 101, 103, 201, 301, 401, 403, 501 
  1 kata            

 


